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e have had many firsts in 2020, but who
knew this would include having our first
cougar to check herself in for rehabilitation?
In early October, an emaciated young cougar
took shelter in an open wildlife pen here at CVAR.
She was so fragile and thin, Sara assumed that
she was looking for a place to die. Alexx, our
animal caretaker, happened to be cleaning out
the enclosure and was startled, to say the least,
when he woke her up! Luckily, Alexx was able to
close the door on this new patient.
Sara immediately called a local fish and
wildlife officer to ask for some
See Page 2
guidance and permission to
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A LIFE SAVED

o say the least, 2020 has been eventful! I, for one,
hope for a less crazy 2021. From the pandemic to a
record number of cruelty cases and wildlife intakes, we
have had little time to breathe. Every time I thought life
was calming down, a new challenge would present itself.
Our internship
program is a huge
success, with five
interns so far this
Sara Penhallegon
year and six more in
the works. We have
interns from across the country (we do require COVID
testing). These young people are given a unique
experience with farm animals, domestics and wildlife.
Working with veterinarians and other animal care
professionals, they are learning what day-to-day care of
such animals requires, plus the behavior and medical
needs of animals, how to work with all types of people,
and the importance of spay/neuter.
We have many projects in the works and a number
already completed as well, which will increase our
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capacity for domestic and wild patients, such as our
education bird flight pen, cattle chutes, and new yards for
some of our animals. Our new dog building is almost
complete, and we broke ground for a
new multi-species wildlife enclosure
that will be set up for animals …
as small as waterfowl and as big
as bears.
With eight hoarding cases,
three physical abuse cases, four
cruelty/neglect cases, two puppymill cases, and four feral cat
colonies, we have had plenty of
animals to care for. The good news is that we have had a
record number of adoptions this year, and support from all
of you has kept us going!
Our virtual auction was very successful. We had been
worried that with COVID, we may have to scale back our
rescue operations, but because of all our wonderful
donors and volunteers, we have been able to plow fullspeed ahead! Thank you all!
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treat the cat who obviously needed a lot of care. This patient was
unlike many others, as hands-on treatment was not possible, so Sara
improvised.
With any starved animal, special feeding protocols are needed.
Sara started the young cat on a watered-down recovery formula for the
first 12 hours. She cracked the door open to sneak in a bucket of
water. The next day, small pieces of chicken were fed to her every few
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Mission Statement
Center Valley Animal Rescue is committed
to providing safe harbor and rehabilitation
for unwanted, injured or abandoned
domesticated and wild animals, thereby
decreasing the number of unnecessary
euthanasias performed. We believe all
creatures have inherent value, a right to life,
and are entitled to have their basic needs
met in a kind and caring manner. Center
Valley Animal Rescue is dedicated to
finding loving homes for all adoptable
animals in our care. We offer permanent
sanctuary to the domestic animals that
cannot be adopted and the rehabilitation
and release of wild animals.

hours, working up to
larger amounts further
apart. Soon, whole
small-prey items and
organ meats were
offered as the cat got
stronger and more
active. Soon she was
shredding the interior
of the enclosure; it appeared she was having a grand time remodeling.
After two weeks of treatment and feeding, Sara was able to dart and
sedate the cougar for a full exam. Sara and Dr. Christine, one of CVAR's
volunteer veterinarians, were able to administer medications, take X-rays
and draw lab samples. The cougar showed no signs of injury or illness
other than starvation.
We suspect her mother was killed about six weeks earlier, and this
cub was simply too young (estimated 12 months) to be on her own or hunt
for herself. Cougars stay with their mothers for 18 months to three years.
After an estimated 10-pound weight gain, she was still only 44 pounds; she
should have been at least 80 pounds at that age.
Cougars are generally not allowed to be rehabilitated, for many
reasons. It’s not easy to teach them to hunt in captivity because their main
diet is deer.
Keeping a wild cat enclosed for a few years is not an easy feat,
either. They may pose a danger to caretakers during that time, as well as
humans they could encounter once released.
So release would not be possible for this cougar, but since she was
young, Sara was able to work with the state, which found placement at the
Cameron Park Zoo in Waco, Texas. After an early morning flight and a long
journey to her new home in Texas, she is doing well and continuing her
recovery.
She will be a companion to another female cougar who is the same
age. Cameron Park is a "natural habitat zoo" that provides animal-welfarecentered care. We are happy to have assisted in the recovery of this
beautiful animal and wish her the best in her new life in Texas.
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any of the rescue cases we get are hard to stomach, but deliberate physical abuse makes it worse and can be
horrific. A detective from a neighboring county called us on an emergency.
A boy had escaped from his adopted parents, making it to safety from the horrors that were going on in his home.
His reports included abuse to himself, his three siblings and his cat
and dog. We were told that the animals had been tortured in front of
the children, reportedly using electric collars and physically striking
the animals.
Authorities were moving in fast to save all involved, and they
needed a place for the cat and dog immediately. We jumped into
action.
The little dog Pepper was just thrilled to see us and let us do an
exam and full body radiographs. These showed old rib fractures
consistent with blunt-force trauma. There were also some scars we
found after shaving his neck that were consistent with the use of an
electric collar. How anyone could mistreat such a wonderful, loving
little dog is beyond me!
Misty the
cat was another
story and quite
the opposite of
Pepper. The
beautiful but cranky girl needed sedation for us to touch her. She
PEPPER
had scarring consistent with electric collar use. We also found she
had been declawed on all four feet! Even with sedation, we could
not easily touch her feet due to her severe pain.
A declaw is an amputation of the distal part of the toe, meaning the nail
and bone are removed; often this is done with barbaric tools, and bones
are crushed and splintered, leaving fragments behind. This can lead to
chronic infection and severe pain. X-rays showed many fragments and
arthritic changes in this young cat’s feet. On visual exam, small infections
were found and treated. This poor cat, soon to be my personal project, had
every right to be cranky and to distrust humans!
Misty was put on daily pain and anti-inflammatory medication but still
acted like a cougar in a cage to anyone who got near her. She was not an
MISTY
easy patient, but I was determined to win her over, and Misty finally did
start to warm up.
Soon she was showing a whole new personality. I could pet her and
hold her, and she would purr. But if someone else walked in the room, she would scream, hiss and lash out. Needless to
say, her introduction to our cat room didn’t go over well, to put it mildly.
I moved her back into the medical room. She paid no mind to the rabbit in the room, and when I came through with
baby goats, she went nose to nose, seeming to know they wouldn’t hurt her. She slowly started warming up to a few staff
people and our intern.
I believe we have her pain under control now, and she is learning that no one here is going to hurt her. This has taken
months, but I believe she is finally ready for adoption to a loving and patient home
Pepper the dog has found a home with the couple that is adopting two of the children from this abuse case, so he is
back with the loving part of his family!
— Sara Penhallegon
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Big Bird, Rescuer Form Lifelong Bond

I

t was a holiday weekend at Dosewallips State
Park in Brinnon. The place was packed with
campers, kids playing and people barbecuing. Reports
started coming into the park staff about a strange, huge
bird wandering around. Some visitors were intrigued by
it, others were scared.
The giant bird was
LARRY AND DOSÉ
identified as an emu who
had made himself at home
at the park. Before we
could get to the park to
capture this strange
camper, he was gone.
Days before this
report, the big bird had
apparently been running
loose on Highway 101.
Three weeks after the park
sightings, a call came in
from a man who lives a few
miles up the river – a large
bird had showed up in his
yard.
With a crew of three, a
truck and a trailer, we arrived at Larry’s home, a
beautiful, park-like property on the Dosewallips River.
Larry had been feeding this exhausted big guy for a few
days. but he had no place to keep him.
After a bit of a chase, we corralled the emu. I
grabbed around his body, staying clear of his deadly
talons. We were able to walk this skinny, weak and
wounded emu to the trailer and load him without trouble.
We soon had Dosé (his new name) feeling much
better. The major wounds on his back healed, and his

feathers grew back. He was strong and active. He has
had many adventures here at CVAR, first jumping a 5foot fence and wandering off to a neighbor’s property,
then escaping to try to live with our herd of horses. He’s
been a challenge!
One snowy winter, he decided to try to incubate
an oil can that had blown into
the pasture from a logging
site next door. In the emu
world, it is the males that sit
on the nest and raise the
babies. Emus will stop eating
and even drinking during
brooding. He sat for month on
that can that he thought was
an egg.
Finally, we had to drive a
truck through the snow to
pick up the snow-covered bird
and his oil can, wrapping him
in blankets to warm up. We
had been hauling food and
water to him, but he wouldn’t
take it. He was dehydrated,
skinny and hypothermic.
With aggressive treatment, once again Dosé quickly
recovered, and after a few more weeks, he gave up on his
“egg” and moved out of the barn.
Dosé has become a favorite with our volunteers and
is quite the character.
Larry, his rescuer, comes to visit every week. One
week, Larry apologized for missing a few weeks – it
seems heart surgery was the only thing that could keep
Larry from his best buddy. Dosé always seems happy to
see him, and their strong bond warms our hearts.

CVAR Forms Alliance with Olympic Mountain for Spay/Neuter Service
Center Valley Animal Rescue is partnering with Olympic
Mountain Pet Pals to offer more spay and neuter services
for low-income pet owners and our feral animal community.
We have spayed/neutered over 200 animals since our clinics
resumed after closing for COVID. Our goal is to provide

weekly clinics by the end of 2021, meaning we would be
able to spay/neuter well over 1,000 animals a year. The
more animals we can spay/neuter, the fewer we will have to
rescue. We are currently looking for more veterinarians to
perform surgeries and licensed techs to assist.
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By Sara Penhallegon
Two-thirty in the morning, and I finally fall asleep. The phone
rings. It’s the County Sheriff’s Department. They have an
interesting situation. A woman is being arrested along with a
runaway who is living in her car with her. As I understand it,
drugs and/or alcohol are involved.
Normally, that would not be a job for
See Page 6
Center Valley Animal Rescue, but lo and

“ARRESTED” BUNNIES

ADOPTION TALES

M

ary Fox and her partner LOVE goats! Over the years,
they have adopted numerous rescue goats, the most
recent being Rodeo and her sister, Emmy Lou. They have
joined the family’s other rescue goats, Daisy and
Strawberry.
Rodeo and Emmy Lou were part of a four-goat, onehorse rescue. When they arrived at CVAR, they were
covered in parasites, and their hooves had not been
trimmed in years. Their feet were in such horrific shape
that they were forced to walk partly on their knees.
Mary, who volunteers at CVAR, says she fell in love
when she first saw them. As a volunteer, she was able to
follow their treatment and recovery and celebrate as they
moved from quarantine into pasture living. Emmy Lou and
Rodeo clearly were remarkably close siblings. They
needed to be adopted together, so of course, why not go
home with Mary?
As they’ve settled in with their new family, it’s evident

that Rodeo and Emmy Lou are like “puppy dogs with
horns.”
They’re very social, closely bonded with the other
goats, love being brushed, and they call out when people
approach or leave. Imagine the scene as a family friend
regularly runs laps around the barn with Rodeo and Emmy
Lou keeping pace on either side of him.
Despite their sad and tragic beginnings, Rodeo and
Emmy Lou are now healthy and living with their family.

THE REWARDS OF VOLUNTEERING
Fox was impressed by how large the volunteer group is
and especially by the longevity of many of the volunteers.
“That said a lot about CVAR,” Mary said, and she was
eager to join the team. She has now been volunteering at
CVAR for several years. She continues to be inspired by
the quality of care provided to all the critters, saying that
CVAR is an “amazing place.”
Volunteering has been a perfect fit for Mary,
particularly given that she can opt
to work outside or inside and can
set her own schedule. Not only
does volunteering offer the
opportunity to work with a variety
of animals, including cats,
reptiles, farm animals, birds and
dogs, but also offers the
companionship of other
volunteers who share a love of
animals.
– Linda Penhallegon
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What do Southern Resident killer
whales have in common with forests
in the Pacific Northwest? They both
depend on healthy salmon runs for
survival.
A salmon “run” refers to the time of
year when adult salmon return from
the ocean to spawn in the streams
where they originally hatched. When
adult salmon re-enter freshwater
streams from the ocean, they undergo
several physiological changes in
preparation for spawning.
Depending on the species, male
salmon develop impressive kypes, or
hooked noses, and their scales change
from silver to patterns of bright red,
green, yellow or purple to compete for
the attention of female salmon.
As both males and females make
the journey upstream, they stop eating
and draw energy for migration from
their muscles, fat and internal organs.
Therefore, their immune system is
compromised, and many develop

The Doctor is

In

Dr. Christine, DVM

fungal, bacterial or parasitic diseases
during migration.
When they finally make it to their
destination, the females use their last
bit of energy to make gravel nests,
known as redds, and lay eggs, which
are then fertilized by the males.
Atlantic salmon can return to the
ocean year after year, but Pacific
salmon make their incredible journey
only once and then die. The bodies of an
entire generation of salmon provide an
irreplaceable source of nutrients for
animals and, ultimately, for the forest.
In some parts of the Pacific
Northwest, forests obtain over half of
their entire year’s supply of nitrogen
from salmon runs.
Animals like bears, wolves, coyotes
and small carnivores depend on salmon
for nutrition before winter. In some
streams, almost 80 percent of the
salmon are eaten by bears fattening up
for hibernation.
In recent years, salmon have
garnered attention for their importance
at sea as the major food source for our
beloved Southern Resident killer whales,
but it is increasingly clear that healthy
salmon populations are also critical to
healthy ecosystems throughout the
Pacific Northwest.

to be doing well and caring for her babies over the next few
days, but she ended up stopping milk production due to all
… From Page 5
the stress and poor prenatal care, since she was living in a
behold, there was a rabbit in a tote, and she had just given tote in a car.
birth to baby bunnies, also living in the car.
Three of the babies didn’t make it. The other two
I told them to bring them right out, and we could get
moved to our house for critical round-the-clock care and
the bunnies settled until the owner decided what to do with tube feeding, and after a few days started gaining weight
them. My half-asleep husband muttered, “They’re arresting and thriving! Mom started gaining weight and looked great.
rabbits?” “Yes,” I chuckled and climbed out of bed to meet
Mom is doing well and has been spayed, with adoption
the deputy.
pending. The babies are still at our house, about oneThe cute little rabbit had just given birth to five babies quarter grown, racing around and getting well socialized
who were not even fully cleaned up yet. I set them up in a
with our cats and dog. They will not be ready for adoption
box of fleece low enough that mom could jump in and out,
for a few more months but are just the best and cutest
and I provided lots of food and water for her. She seemed
bunnies ever!
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helma, Louise and Molly were part of a 59-animal rescue we undertook in June. These dogs were living in
deplorable conditions. They were filthy, skinny, malnourished and so badly infested in fleas that they were
self-mutilating. Thelma and Molly were missing most of their fur. All three would cower and shake when we would
approach. Molly and Thelma also had painfully abscessed teeth. Molly had bad arthritis, and her vision was not
good. These three were a mess!
Our interns went right to work scrubbing them clean, and the dogs felt better just hours after rescue since we
were able to quickly treat their fleas.
Molly and Thelma needed antibiotics and emergency dental care
as soon as they were stabilized. I can’t imagine the pain they must
have suffered from their skin wounds and dental infections.
Both dogs had dental surgery on the same day. Thelma had a
several teeth that had rotted out, and dental radiographs were taken
to assess the damage from this chronic infection. Thelma had 19
teeth extracted and only had two healthy teeth in the back of her
mouth.
X-rays showed her jaw had deteriorated around the lower canines.
Due to chronic infection, there was hardly any bone left.
We cleaned these bad teeth the best we could and made the
decision to leave them in place. We would have had to remove a
large section of her jaw to take the teeth out. That was just too much
LOUISE GETS A SHOWER
trauma for this fragile little dog to go through at the time.
Molly’s mouth was a mess as well. She was missing five of her
teeth already, and 21 teeth had to be removed. These tedious
extractions took a long time. We didn’t want to keep this old girl under anesthesia for too long, so we took the ones
that were already abscessed and causing the most pain and had to leave a few that would need extraction later.
These two recovered quickly from their procedures. Their hair began to grow back, and they gained weight. They
were thriving! Even Molly, the old lady, could be seen playing with her Chihuahua buddies from time to time.
Thelma and Louise would bounce around, wrestling with each other all the time. Soon all three dogs were
enjoying attention from our volunteers and, although
nervous, they were getting leash-trained and could go
MOLLY
for walks.
Molly was adopted by a veterinarian, who will
finish the dental work once she is adjusted to her new
home. Our latest report it that she is doing great and
loving her new family and squeaky toys!
Thelma is doing great too, shows no sign of
infection or pain around her remaining teeth, and was
recently spayed, along with Louise. They are very
bonded and need to be placed together into a forever
home.
— Sara Penhallegon

Wildlife in Rehab

Center Valley
Animal Rescue

Wildlife animals brought in for
rehab as of November 2020:
Bats
Chipmunks
Coyotes
Corvids
Cougar
Deer
Eagles
Frog
Hawks
Hare
Opossums
Otter

13
13
2
5
1
26
4
1
5
1
24
1

Owl
Rabbits
Raccoons
Rodents
Seal pups
Small/Med. Birds
Squirrels
Waterfowl
Weasels
Game Birds
Total:

8
29
58
21
4
25
34
13
2
13

Calendar
May 22: For the Love of
Animals, CVAR, Virtual
Auction and Celebration,
orientation is via ZOOM,
contact CVAR to sign up.
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Help Us Help the Animals
As a non-profit, volunteer based organization, we fund everything — from veterinary
care, feeding and housing the animals, to outreach and adoption promotion, with
donations from the public. This means our ranch, which gives animals a second
chance, can use all the help we can get. You can go online to give via PayPal at:
centervalleyanimalrescue.org/donate/

Critter Count
Cats
Cattle
Chinchillas
Dogs
Donkeys
Goats
Guinea Pigs
Horses

55
13
3
3
3
16
2
10

Iguanas
Pig
Poultry
Rabbits
Sheep
Turtles

3
1
8
18
29
3

Sanctuary animals: 14

Total:

180

Volunteers
Needed!
CVAR’s animals need YOU! The
indoor, outdoor and exotic animals
need your helping hands. Please
consider volunteering. For
information, email:
volunteer@centervalleyanimalrescue.org
volunteer@centervalleyanimalrescue

